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Longarm Threads: Suggested Guideline for Uses

Suggested Uses

Colour
Choices

Ultima - Solid
Colour

40 wt

2 ply (tex 30)
Egyptian Cotton
Wrap Poly

Custom quilting to Edge to Edge ﬁnish whether free motion or pantograph,
stands up to high speed machine quilting, and multi-directional stitching.
Beautiful soft matte stitch ﬁnish.

Introductory
Colours
Available

Master Quilter Solid Colour

40 wt

3 Ply Polyester

Custom quilting to Edge to Edge ﬁnish whether free motion or pantograph,
designed to stand up to high speed machine quilting, and multidirectional
stitching. Soft shine to stitch ﬁnish.

72

FabuLuxVariegated and
Neon

40 wt

3 ply Trilobal
Polyester

Custom Quilting, Edge to Edge/Pantograph ﬁnish, beautiful when stitched on
solid colour fabric or for thread painting. Shiny stitch ﬁnish to embellish the effect
of variagation

35 Variegated
5 Neon

DecoBob - Solid
Colour

80 wt

2 Ply Cottonized
Polyester

Stitch in the Ditch, Texture and Background Fills when you want the texture, and
not the thread to show. Bobbin weight thread for winding bobbins. General Edge
to Edge or Custom Quilting when you want delicate but strong thread to reduce
bulk in dense quilting, or less colour contrast in a high contrast block. Also
excellent for piecing to reduce thread bulk in seams.

36

DecoBob Pre
Wound Bobbins Solid colour

80 wt

2 Ply Cottonized
Polyester

Pre Wound Bobbins for beautiful tension, no wax or glue to build up in your
machine. Available in Size L, M and Class 15. Recommended bobbin choice for
any Long Arm Threads by Wonderﬁl or other brands. Excellent for piecing, too!

36

Konfetti - Solid
Colour

50 wt

3 Ply 100% Long
Staple DoubleGassed Egyptian
Cotton

Custom quilting to Edge to Edge ﬁnish whether free motion or pantograph.
Beautiful cotton stitch ﬁnish.

60

Tutti - Variegated

50 wt

3 Ply 100% Long
Staple DoubleGassed Egyptian
Cotton

Custom quilting to Edge to Edge ﬁnish whether free motion or pantograph.
Beautiful cotton stitch ﬁnish in variegated colours.

41

For more information and hints & tips for all WonderFil™ thread lines, visit us online:
www.wonderfil.ca
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Spagetti - Solid
Colour

12 wt

3 Ply 100% Long
Staple DoubleGassed Egyptian
Cotton

Ideal for custom quilted areas - block highlight or border contrast with a solid
colour, heavier thread. Not recommended for edge to edge ﬁnish unless the look
of a thicker thread is desired.

60

Fruitti - Variegated

12 wt

3 Ply 100% Long
Staple DoubleGassed Egyptian
Cotton

Ideal for custom quilted areas - block highlight or border contrast on a solid fabric
with a variegated, thicker thread. Not recommended for edge to edge ﬁnish
unless the look of a thicker thread is desired.

41

InvisaFil - Solid
Colour

100 wt

2 Ply Cottonized
Polyester

Ideal for stitch in the ditch, (InvisaFil will melt into the seam, leaving a ﬂawless
ﬁnish,) heavily stitched areas such a dense backﬁll, or when you want the thread
to just disappear, such as outlining appliqué or stitching around facial features in
printed pictures.

60

For more information and hints & tips for all WonderFil™ thread lines, visit us online:
www.wonderfil.ca

